
!!! @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ General Terms

<cluster_vip>: Firewall cluster IP address
<site_aggregate>: Summary prefix you announce to your ISPs. You may choose to also announce more specifics ( you should not) but you may have a reason to do so. Such reasons are outside the scope of this example
<ispa_p2p>: Point-to-Point /30 network used to connect to ISPA
<ispb_p2p>: Point-to-Point /30 network used to connect to ISPA
<site_asn>: Your local ASN

!!! @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ On both router_a and router_b

!!! —- LAN Side failover

!!! Note: Need host route to FW cluster so IP SLA doesn’t take path via Internet. It could follow
!!! its default route from ISPA. Its okay to use the interface instead of the next hop ip address b/c
!!! the FW cluster is link-local.
config t
ip route <cluster_vip> 255.255.255.255 interface gi0/1 name FW_Cluster_VIP
end

config t
ip sla 1
icmp-echo <cluster_vip> source-interface GigabitEthernet0/1
timeout 1000
threshold 40
frequency 3
ip sla schedule 1 life forever start-time now
end

config t
track 200 ip sla 200 state
end

config t
int gi0/1
standby 1 track 200
end

!!! Note: This is for BGP announcement. I’m tracking the IP SLA, if it goes
!!! down, the route is removed from the routing table and BGP _must_
!!! withdraw it from. You may have one or more site aggregates. This is purely for BGP
!!! announcement, make sure you have more-specific static routes or you’ll blackhole traffic

config t
ip route <site_aggregate> <mask> null0 track 200 name Site_Aggregate
end

!!! @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ Only on router_a

!!! —— Internet Side failover ( Conditional BGP Announcement )

!!! Note: Use route-map to control redistribution
config t
ip prefix-list pfx-static-to-bgp seq 5 permit <ispa_p2p>/30
end

config t
route-map rmap-static-to-bgp permit 10
match ip address prefix-list pfx-static-to-bgp
end

!!! Now router_b knows about the ISPA connected /30 address. We use this for BGP conditional announcement at router_b
!!! This is much better that using IP SLA on router_b to check liveness of router_a because BGP is TCP based and should
!!! survive transient network conditions that ICMP probes may not.

config t
router bgp <site_asn>
redistribute static route-map rmap-static-to-bgp
end

!!! Soft reset iBGP session with router_b to force update. Verify from router_b that you have the new /30
clear ip bgp <site_asn> soft out


!!! @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ Only on router_b

!!! —— Internet Side failover

!!! Note: router_b is configured to originate your site prefixes. It will only _announce_ those prefixes iff router_a ISP connected
!!! prefix is not in the routing table. This condition occurs iff iBGP with router_a is down. 

config t
ip prefix-list pfx-ebgp-cond description “— Router_a ISP connected /30 for eBGP cond failover”
ip prefix-list pfx-ebgp-cond seq 5 permit <ispa_p2p>/30
end

!! You must also condition the failover on the absence of prefixes received directly from ISPA, this converse the case that
!! router_a stays up, path to router_a stays up but ISPA fails

config t
ip as-path access-list aspath-ispa-originated permit ^<ispa_asn>$
end

config t
route-map rmap-ebgp-cond-not-exist permit 10
match ip address prefix-list pfx-ebgp-cond
match as-path aspath-ispa-originated
end

!!! Note: You _could_ use the existing outbound route map, however, its preferable to use another route-map 
!!! as your requirement may change over time. For example, you may have prefixes on only want to announce to ISPA
!!! and never to ISPB. Using a different map decouples your policy between ISPs…<hand wavyness> such is beyond the sole of
!!! this example. However, the map you use for the BGP conditional announcement _must_ contain every prefix you allow to
!!! be announced to ISPA (otherwise, you don’t have failover at all)

!!! Copied these from the “AS-4xx3-OUTGOING” route-map on router_a
config t
route-map rmap-ebgp-cond-advertise permit 10
match ip address 10
match ip address 20
end

!!! Note: Now you must convert the ebgp session with ISPB from an unconditional announcement to a “conditional” announcement:

config t
router bgp <site_asn>
no neighbor <ispb_ebgp_peer> activate !!! Shut down the peer to avoid disruption, should failover to router_a
no neighbor <ispb_ebgp_peer> route-map AS-7xx8-OUTGOING out   !!! Remove unconditional announcement 
neighbor <ispb_ebgp_peer> advertise-map rmap-ebgp-cond-advertise non-exist-map rmap-ebgp-condi-not-exist
end







